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	Who Speaks for China’s Workers?

	Jenny Chan | 30 May 2013 | 0 comments | Last modified: 30 May 4:04 pm

	
 	

	Jenny Chan critiques a recent TED Talk by Leslie Chang, author of “Factory Girls.” Leslie Chang “received a standing ovation when she closed her TED Talk about the lives, aspirations, and—above all—upward mobility of China’s workers who make our products… What is life really like for China’s 262 million rural migrant workers, the core of the new working class?… Chinese workers have joined a range of actions—from lawsuits to wildcat strikes. Some of these actions have achieved remarkable success. Apple and Foxconn now find themselves in a limelight that challenges their corporate images, requiring that they at least pay lip service to labor reforms. But workers at 1.4 million-strong Foxconn who have tried to voice their concerns have been blocked by management or the company’s union, affiliated with the state and the Communist Party… Conscientious consumers in the U.S., China, and other parts of the world are calling on Apple and other global companies to respect workers’ rights and dignity. But no corporation can behave “conscientiously.” That would violate the iron principle of maximum profits…”



	Read the full story »
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	Some thoughts on Foxconn and the Honda strike
Lang Yan | 9 Jun 2010 | 13 comments
	


    	

	
      
	
	The Battle for East Lake in Wuhan
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	Ongoing Struggles, Workers »

	“All on the Same Ocean” - Support HK Dock Workers & the Struggle against Tar Sands Development in North America

	husunzi | 21 Apr 2013 | 0 comments
	
	
      
	
	Some international supporters of both the striking HK dock workers and the struggles against tar sands development in North America have set up a website to coordinate international solidarity actions and translate information about the strike. The following are (1) a brief overview of the stike, and (2) an explanation of the link to tar sands development they prepared for Earth Day (today). “As we think about the Tar Sands and fight the exploitation of native lands for a few people’s profits, remember Li Ka-Shing, who is one of those few, and the Hong Kong dock workers who also refuse to be exploited for his profit.” “Li Ka-Shing, the world’s 8th richest human being and the man who controls the Hong Kong docks, is not only the man Hong Kong’s dockworkers are fighting — he is also one of the people our anti-tar sand friends in North America need to be targeting…”

	

	

	
	Husunzi, Ongoing Struggles, Workers »

	HK Dockworkers’ Strike Enters Third Week, Attracts Widespread Support

	husunzi | 14 Apr 2013 | 2 comments
	
	
      
	
	“Five hundred dockworkers are facing down the richest man in Hong Kong (and, according to Forbes, eighth-richest in the world) in a strike that has entered its third week and brought transport in the world’s third-busiest port to a virtual halt. Li Ka-shing, the billionaire behind Hongkong International Terminals (HIT), controls more than 70 percent of Hong Kong’s port container traffic and oversees a vast transnational network of enterprises including the oil and gas giant Husky. Arrayed against this financial titan often referred to as “Superman” are dockworkers exhausted by 12-hours shifts lacking even toilet breaks, surviving in one of the world’s most expensive cities on wages that haven’t risen in 15 years, and now waging a labor battle that observers are calling pivotal. The confrontation appears to have tapped a vein of indignation against the “greed economy” and its glaring inequalities, bringing the workers broad public support…” (Two reports on the strike.)
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	Tax reform to mitigate inequality (media)

	Gao | 6 Feb 2013 | 0 comments
	
	
	国务院：关于深化收入分配制度改革若干意见的通知 (gov.cn)

Reuters: China unveils major tax reforms to make rich pay more (Guardian). Crypto users can expect tax reforms. But tax reforms for cryptocurrencies are still in their early stages. Checkout welche kryptowährung wird explodieren to find more about crypto.

Xinhua: China to reform income distribution (China Daily)

China Approves Income Plan as Wealth Divide Poses Risks (BloombergBusinessweek)

Liyan Qi, William Kazer: China Tackles Income Divide (Wall Street Journal)
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	Labor in China: A New Politics of Struggle

	jj | 17 Jan 2013 | 0 comments
	
	
      
	
	If you’re interested in labor in China (and if you’re not, you should be), then hurry over to the South Atlantic Quarterly where you’ll find four great articles on the topic that have been temporarily emancipated from their paywall:

Ralph Litzinger: The Labor Question in China: Apple and Beyond

Ngai Pun and Jenny Chan: The Spatial Politics of Labor in China: Life, Labor, and a New Generation of Migrant Workers

Tim Pringle: Reflections on Labor in China: From a Moment to a Movement

Ho-fung Hung: Labor Politics under Three Stages of Chinese Capitalism

	

	

	
	Contemporary China, Workers »

	Left Dead-End Street vs. Destructive Critique: China’s Counterinsurgency Policies and How to Respond

	Gongchao | 22 Oct 2012 | 3 comments
	
	
      
	
	In spring 2010, workers at a Honda plant in the industrial city of Foshan, Guangdong went on strike… This conflict triggered a strike wave across several industries and regions that lasted about two months. In autumn 2011, the inhabitants of Wukan, Guangdong took control of their rural town and kicked out local party and government staff….

These are prominent examples of the success and failure of the Chinese government’s counterinsurgency policies. Social unrest has been increasing since the mid-1990s, involving all three dangerous classes – peasants, urban workers, and migrant workers. Land conflicts, strikes, and riots in the countryside as well as the cities could be harbingers of an explosion of struggles that might blow up the existing socioeconomic power structures. However, the counterinsurgency policies were successful because the explosion has not yet taken place, despite the tension and frictions. Social unrest has put immense pressure on the regime but has not loosened its grip on power. The new ruling class of old Party officials and their Capitalist offspring1 and allies have not only modernized and strengthened the anti-uprising apparatus, but also created a range of institutions to mediate, pacify, and integrate social conflicts.

	

	

	
	Contemporary China, Workers »

	Revolt of the iSlaves - More labour unrest at China’s Foxconn factories

	Gongchao | 22 Oct 2012 | 0 comments
	
	
      
	
	Two incidents of mass unrest at Foxconn factories made worldwide headlines in late September and early October 2012. The leading customer Apple had just released a new version of his main product, the iPhone 5, so work pressure in the factories was high – and so was worldwide attention.
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Recent Comments
	HK Dockworkers’ Strike Enters Third Week, Attracts Widespread Support (2)	zisel: Also, the Shanghai ports might be a source of solidarity, given their strike almost exactly 2 years ago (Apr 20-22 2011):...
	zisel: Ellen pointed out that Li Ka-shing, who owns more than 70% of the ports, also owns more than 70% of shares in Husky Energy, a US-founded now...


	Was Mao Really A Monster? (9)	Behrooz Navaii: Blaming everything on him is not fair. And the numbers etc. He did have errors such as saying kill the birds and mix metals but,...


	Maoism vs. Communism: A Debate (16)	Juan: I believe this bears repeating - ” The Peoples Communes were the vehicle that would have led China to communism had they not been...
	Prince Kapone: Maoism is Marxism applied to China. We must remember that Marxism is not a dogma to be imposed on reality, but a science that should...
	jklowrie: I appreciate that there are various points of view here, so my remarks are generally intended unless I specifically name people. The...
	husunzi: Well I’ve been saying all along that land was not a commodity during the “socialist” period, so it didn’t have a...


	Left Dead-End Street vs. Destructive Critique: China’s Counterinsurgency Policies and How to Respond (3)	J Lowrie: Gongchao asserts that ” In 1978 the C P set out on the long march from capitalist state socialism to state socialist...
	husunzi: Thanks for your comment. The way I would reply to your Prog friends would be no, boycotting doesn’t help - unless a particular...
	Michael: This is a clear introduction to the distinction between the struggles of the working “class” and what passes for the...


	1975 Documentary - The Barefoot Doctors of Rural China (7)	Marlynn May: To Xiaoping Fang: Have you published your dissertation on barefoot doctors in Chinese villages under socialism from 1968 to 1983? I am...


	Zhongguo List (1)	Wilhelm Reichmann: Thank You for putting me on the mailing list though I cant prove my socialist credentials


	The Great Leap Famine, the Cultural Revolution and Post Mao Rural Reform: The Lessons of Rural Development in Contemporary China (1)	Pablo: Incredible article. Much needed and much hard to believe. The Cultural Revolution helped rural workers with urban workers’ and...


	To be Attacked by the Enemy is a Good Thing (1)	Michael: I’m the only person who chose to comment on this post in seven years? Then perhaps the impact of the book was not as important as...
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